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Flynn docket additional attachments 2 and 3. Plus docket
with Judge Sullivan’s minute order to unseal Flynn related
Muller Report and publish.
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This Flynn minute order will cause lots of heartburn & IMO may be appealed or

subject of motion to recon:  

 

"MINUTE ORDER as to MICHAEL T. FLYNN. The government is hereby ORDERED

to file on the public docket in this case the transcript of the "voicemail recording"

referenced in

the 75 Addendum to Government's Memorandum in Aid of Sentencing and the

transcripts of any other audio recordings of Mr. Flynn, including, but not limited to,

audio recordings of Mr. Flynn's conversations with Russian officials, by no later than

May 31, 2019. It is FURTHER

ORDERED that the government shall submit to Chambers audio versions of the

recordings on a DVD by no later than May 31, 2019. Signed by Judge Emmet G.

Sullivan on 5/16/2019. (lcegs3) (Entered: 05/16/2019)"

Here is the part that will raise concerns IMO:  

 

". . . any other audio recordings of Mr. Flynn, including, but not limited to, audio

recordings of Mr. Flynn's conversations with Russian officials, by no later than May

31, 2019."

That will almost certainly include 702FISA equities that the prosecutors will have a

tough time violating. I think the request might get the case pulled from Sullivan and

moved to one of the FISC judges out of necessity. I don't think Sullivan has ever been

a FISC judge.

People think FISA is a law enforcement tool. It is sometimes, but the infrastructure of

702 is a DOD equity and you have to be on the list to play in the deep end of the pool.

The CJ keeps the list. Everybody needs to chill if this gets weird. @ODNIgov

@maddow @Lawrence

Okay I finished reading the attachments 1 - 3.  

 

It appears to me that Flynn knew his calls with Kislyak physically at Russian embassy

were being intercepted. I don't think he knew how 702 worked. This material brought

to mind Lindsey Grahams June 2017 702FISA questions of NSA.

Graham was questioning in a way that tracked what Flynn did. Graham was trying to

illicit from @NSAGov personnel how Flynn's got caught. It tracked Peter Strzok's Jan

24 Flynn interview at the White House. Graham was doing discovery for traitors. I

think judge Sullivan

wants 702FISA intercepts.  

This is going to be epic. I reported when this started a Russian goal was to weaken

FISA. They hate it because it catches traitors. IMO exposing 702 sources and

methods will hurt national security but it may be a price we pay for electing a

scoundrel.
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